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The study sample consist 27 firms at the
years 2008-2010 from all over from Finland.
They were rather small ones, when there were
employees about 7 persons per firm. The biggest

his study is interested about firms that are
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Schwartz values questionnaire.
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The statistical analyses were made with
In this research the focus is on the firms
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who are in reorganization process due to insol-

eral statistically significant results. The results
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is unique study combining both entrepreneurs’

neurs’ values are connected to abovementioned

psychological side as well as management ac-
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counting and strategy. The results indicated that
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administrators and supervisors should have

sons, corrections and impact of economic crisis

wide area of knowledge when encouraging en-

were measured with eight areas which includ-

trepreneurs to make corrective actions, which

ed: investments, growth, funding, selling, com-

should be powerful enough and also they

petition, costs, capacity and products. The

should take account entrepreneurs as individu-

Schwartz values are universally known and ac-

al persons, whose value systems affects the be-

cepted, when they are tested over 65 000 peo-

havior and actions in reorganization process.
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